F or more than 50 years the Brahma Bull has been a symbol of strength, durability, and value. As part of Protective Industrial Products, Inc. The Brahma Glove Brand brings you not only the most well-known and widely sought after gloves in the American workplace but also new glove technologies and new product categories.

Creative retail packaging, display units and prepack assortment capabilities provide you with opportunity to turn shelf space into dollars. The Brahma Bull’s well known logo has built loyal customers that will come back to you time and time again. Check out the coated seamless knit gloves that provide your customers with superior grip, dexterity and fit. Peruse our new personal protective equipment section that includes High Visibility garments, Ergonomic items and Cooling Gear. As we bring these new, higher revenue producing categories to you we continue to adhere to our principal mission, protecting the wearer with consistent, quality products at competitive prices.

Thank you for daring to move forward, creating growth and continuing to bring us challenges and opportunities. We look forward to a prosperous partnership and many great years to come.

GLOVE STYLES, MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

CUFF STYLES
Cuff styles vary depending on the specific needs of an application. The most common cuff styles are as follows:

- **KNIT WRIST**
  - Designed to hold glove in place and prevent debris from entering glove.

- **BAND TOP**
  - Helps protect wrist area. Slides on and off easily.

- **SAFETY CUFF**
  - Helps protect wrist area. Slides on and off easily.

- **GAUNTLET CUFF**
  - Increased protection to forearm.

- **SLIP-ON**
  - Design allows for easy on and off.

CUFF MATERIALS

- **LEATHER**
  - For extended wear and more durable applications, also launderable.

- **DUCK**
  - Single ply of cotton material, also launderable.

- **DENIM**
  - Economical single fabric material.

- **RUBBERIZED**
  - Two layers of fabric with a rubber material in between.

- **PLASTICIZED**
  - Woven polyethylene layer laminated between two pieces of fabric, also launderable.

- **STARCHED**
  - Two layers of fabric laminated together, then starched.

THUMB STYLES

- **KEYSTONE THUMB**
  - An inset thumb on full leather glove patterns. Keystone thumbs provide additional wear and greater comfort.

- **STRAIGHT THUMB**
  - A glove thumb that normally lies straight with the index finger. They are common in most fabric gloves and drivers’ gloves.

- **WING THUMB**
  - Glove construction that angles the thumb diagonally across the palm. Frequently found in leather palm gloves, wing thumbs improve comfort.

- **REVERSIBLE**
  - Reversible styling enables the wearer to wear the glove on either hand. These gloves are almost always made from a jersey material.

CONSTRUCTION

- **CUT & SEWN**
  - When fabric such as leather, terycloth, jersey or canvas is cut and sewn for industrial gloves. It is generally constructed in one of two patterns - Gunn Cut or Clute Cut. Cut and Sewn synthetic gloves have been impregnated or laminated with a chemical solution such as vinyl or nitrile, before being cut.

- **KNIT PATTERNS**
  - String knits are constructed of natural yarn fibers, blend fibers or high performance yarns which provide abrasion and cut protection. An additional benefit of the seamless construction of string knits is their reversible pattern.

- **DIPPING**
  - Unsupported gloves are manufactured by dipping a ceramic mold into a polymer of nitrile, PVC, rubber neoprene, vinyl or a combination of those polymers. The polymer determines the abrasion resistance and cut resistance, as well as the chemical protection properties of the gloves.
PROFESSIONAL GRADE GLOVES

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION
THE RIGHT GLOVE FOR THE JOB

JOURNEYMAN
- Goatkin leather palm and back for comfort and durability
- Thermo Plastic Rubber molded knuckle guards
- Foam padded palm; PVC reinforcement at thumbs
- Nylon spandex fabric for dexterity
120-4200 S-XXL
120-4100 Lined with Kevlar® brand fiber for cut resistance; S-XXL

GUNNER-AV
- Synthetic leather palm construction
- Sandy PVC patch palm reinforcement over Neoprene anti-vibration pads
- Neoprene/Spandex fabric back and wrist
- Diamond grip; PVC impregnated fingertips, upper knuckle and thumb crotch reinforcements
120-4400 S-XXL

GUNNER
- Genuine goatkin leather palm
- Sandy PVC patch palm and thumb crotch reinforcement
- Transition color spandex fabric back
120-4300 S-XXL

TORQUE
- Synthetic leather palm construction
- Reflective tape on finger tips and patch spandex fabric back
- Foam padded knuckle
- Silicone triangle grip palm
120-4500 S-XXL

VIZ
- Hi-Vis orange spandex back
- Synthetic leather palm
- Reinforced thumb web area
- PVC grip on index finger and thumb
120-4600 S-XXL

BRICKYARD
- Synthetic leather palm construction
- PVC reinforcement
- Black back with molded TPR reinforcements
120-4900 S-XXL

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
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PROFESSIONAL GRADE GLOVES

Heavy Duty Lifting & Rigging

MADMAX
- PVC diamond grip synthetic leather palm
- Hi-Vis lime foam laminated spandex back fabric
- TPR molded knuckle guards and back hand guards
- Foam padded knuckle protection
- Diamond grip PVC impregnated fingertips and thumb crotch reinforcements
120-4050 S-XXL

MADMAX II
- PVC dot synthetic leather palm
- Hi-Vis lime foam laminated spandex back fabric
- TPR molded knuckle guards and back hand guards
- Foam padded knuckle protection
- Diamond grip PVC impregnated fingertips and thumb crotch reinforcements
120-4090 S-XXL

MADMAX THERMO
- PVC sandy grip black synthetic leather palm
- Hi-Vis lime foam laminated spandex back fabric
- TPR molded knuckle guards and back hand guards
- Foam padded knuckle protection
- Diamond grip PVC impregnated fingertips and thumb crotch reinforcements
120-4070 S-XXL

IDEAL FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS
IMPACT PROTECTION FOR LIFTING, RIGGING & STEEL WORK

WATERPROOF HIPORA® LINER

IDEAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND OTHER HEAVY DUTY MECHANICAL JOBS

MECHANIC’S GLOVE
- Designed to protect the professional mechanic or enthusiast from heat, cold, cuts and abrasions
- Stretch fabric on back for snug comfortable fit and increased grip
- Palm and thumb made from Amara® washable synthetic leather
- Double stitched construction
120-MX2820 Yellow, S-XXL
120-MX2830 Blue, S-XXL
120-MX2840 Red, S-XXL
120-MX2805 Black, S-XXL

GREAT COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM

ALL STYLES ON THIS SPREAD ARE MACHINE WASHABLE

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
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MAXIFLEX® ULTIMATE™ by ATG®
> Ultra-lightweight Micro-Foam Nitrile coating on palm and fingertips
> AirTech® technology delivers 360º breathability
> Best in class form and fit, reducing hand fatigue
34-874T S-XXL

MAXIFLEX® ENDURANCE™ by ATG®
> Ultra-lightweight, Micro-Foam Nitrile coating on palm and finger tips
> Raised Micro Dote to increase durability
> AirTech® technology delivers 360º breathability
> 25% Thinner than most comparable gloves
> Best in class form and fit, reducing hand fatigue
34-844T M-XL

LATEX MICROFINISH™ GRIP
> Black Latex MicroFinish™ grip
> Lightweight Nylon seamless shell
> Great wet/dry grip
> High degree of tactility and dexterity

G-TEK® POLYURETHANE GRIP
> Polyurethane coated palm and finger tips
> Seamless knit nylon shell for superior dexterity
> Breathable back of the hand adds comfort
> Coating provides abrasion resistance
WA4122A Medium
WA4123A Large
WA4124A XLarge

NITRILE MICROSURFACE GRIP
> Black Nitrile Microsurface grip
> Seamless knit nylon shell for superior dexterity
> Breathable back of the hand adds comfort
> High degree of tactility and dexterity
WA9182A Medium
WA9183A Large
WA9184A XLarge
WA9185A XXLarge

GREAT WHITE™ CUT RESISTANT GLOVE
> White spun Dyneema® and Lycra® shell
> Polyurethane coated palm and fingers
> Superior puncture and abrasion resistance
> EN Cut Level 3
> Light weight, breatheable and excellent dexterity
WA9622A Medium
WA9623A Large
WA9624A XLarge
HIGH PERFORMANCE WORK GLOVES

COATED SEAMLESS KNIT GLOVES PROVIDE
SUPERIOR GRIP
IN BOTH WET & DRY CONDITIONS

PVC COATED NATURAL WHITE STRING KNIT
> PVC coating for added grip and durability
> Regular weight cotton/polyester seamless shell
> Knit construction allows breathability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
WA8389A Large, Coated palm & back
WA8389A X-Large, Coated palm & back
WA8391A Large, Coated palm only

PVC COATED NATURAL BLEACHED WHITE STRING KNIT
> Double sided paw pattern PVC coating for added grip and durability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
WA8334P Small
WA8344P Large

PVC COATED COTTON/POLY STRING KNIT
> Double sided paw pattern PVC coating for added grip and durability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
> Long cuff length
> Knit construction allows breathability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
WA8330A Small
WA8341A Large

HONEYCOMB CROSS-CROSS PVC COATED
> PVC coating for added grip and durability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
> PVC cross-cross pattern provides superior grip and abrasion resistance
> Polyester shell dries fast for wet applications
WA8375A Small
WA8376A Medium
WA8373A Large
WA8372A X-Large

PVC COATED SEAMLESS COTTON/POLYESTER
> Regular weight natural cotton/polyester seamless shell
> PVC coated double sided dense dots
> Knit construction allows breathability
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
> Small size fits ladies well
WA8399A Small
WA8398A Large

LATEX COATED SEAMLESS KNIT
> Medium weight shell
> Coated latex palm offers abrasion resistance and increased grip
> Great with dry and slightly wet conditions
> Available in regular and economy grades
> Uncoated back allows hands to breathe
WA8425A Small
WA8426A Medium
WA8427A Large
WA8428A X-Large

LATEX CRINKLE GRIP
> Blue suede crepe finish
> Economy grade cotton/polyester seamless shell
> Outstanding for wet and dry conditions
> Uncoated back allows hands to breathe
> Great with dry and slightly wet conditions
> Available in regular and economy grades
WA8425A Small
WA8426A Medium
WA8427A Large
WA8428A X-Large

G-TEX® FOR SMART DEVICES
> For use with touch screen and smart devices
> Static wired thumb, index and middle fingers
> Polyurethane coated palm and fingers for abrasion resistance
> Gray seamless knit polyester shell
WA9125A Large
WA9126A X-Large

NATURAL SEAMLESS KNIT
> Cotton/polyester seamless knit
> Medium weight
> 7 gauge knit
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
WA8367A Small
WA8365A Large

BLEACHED WHITE SEAMLESS KNIT
> Poly/Acrylic blend bleach white seamless knit
> Medium weight
> 7 gauge knit
> Seamless pattern increases comfort
WA8370A Large

IDEAL FOR WAREHOUSING, PACKAGE HANDLING & GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TRA销IONAL WORK GLOVES

BUILDING & LANDSCAPING

CLUTIE PATTERN SPLIT LEATHER PALM
- Regular grade leather palm gloves with knit wrist, clute cut pattern
- Economical protection for general duty applications
- Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
- Blue, black and red striped back
WA4003A Large

CLUTE PATTERN SPLIT LEATHER PALM
- Regular grade leather palm gloves with knit wrist, clute cut pattern
- Economical protection for general duty applications
- Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
- Hi-Vis Yellow fabric back
WA4004A Large

REGULAR GRADE TOP GRAIN LEATHER PALM
- Leather knuckle strap and fingertips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Double leather palm lined for extra comfort
- Rubberized safety cuff
WA6711A Large

ECONOMY GRADE SPLIT LEATHER PALM
- Our most popular leather palm glove
- Leather knuckle strap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Cotton lined palm for extra comfort
- Blue, black and red striped fabric
- Starched safety cuff
WA4215A Large

ECONOMY GRADE SPLIT LEATHER PALM
- Constructed of the most economical cowhide leather available in the market today
- Leather knucklestrap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Reinforced palm lined for extra comfort
- Denim fabric
- Denim safety cuff
WA4213A Large

SPLIT COWHIDE DOUBLE LEATHER PALM
- Constructed of the most economical cowhide
- Leather knucklestrap and finger tips
- Double leather palm, thumb and forefinger
- Cotton lined for extra comfort
- Blue, black and red striped fabric
- Rubberized safety cuff
WA4216A Large
**SELECT SPLIT LEATHER DOUBLE PALM**
- Leather knuckle strap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Double leather palm lined for extra comfort
- Rubberized cuff

**SHOULDER SPLIT COWHIDE LEATHER PALM**
- Economy grade leather palm glove
- Leather knuckle strap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Cotton lined palm for extra comfort
- Blue, black and red striped fabric
- Starched or rubberized safety cuff

**SELECT SHOULD SPLIT LEATHER PALM**
- Leather knuckle strap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Cotton lined palm for extra comfort
- Blue and green striped fabric
- Rubberized cuff

**LEATHER PALM GLOVES BUILT FOR RUGGED WORK**
- STASHED SPLIT LEATHER PALM
- Economy grade leather palm glove
- Leather knuckle strap and finger tips
- Elastic closure sewn inside glove
- Cotton lined palm for extra comfort
- Blue, black and red striped fabric
- Starched safety cuff

**LEATHER PALM GLOVES BUILT FOR RUGGED WORK**
- WA4223A Large
- WA4224A Large
- WA4211A X-Large

**Idea FOR CONSTRUCTION, MATERIAL HANDLING & GENERAL MAINTENANCE**
- WA4201A Large, Starched Safety Cuff
- WA4203A Large, Starched Safety Cuff, Wing Thumb
- WA4204A Large, Rubberized Safety Cuff
- WA4211A X-Large, Rubberized Safety Cuff
TRADITIONAL WORK GLOVES

Leather Drivers

GOATSKIN’S NATURAL LANOLIN SOOTHS HANDS ALL DAY LONG

PREMIUM GRADE TOP GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVERS
> All leather top grain goatskin construction
> Goatskin is softer, has greater tactile sensitivity and outwears other leathers of the same weight
> Goatskin’s natural lanolin soothes hands
> Provides excellent abrasion resistance
> Ideal for use where all-leather gloves are desired, extended wear is expected and superior worker satisfaction demanded

WA2301A: X-Small
WA2302A: Small
WA2303A: Large
WA2304A: X-Large

QUALITY GRADE TOP GRAIN COWHIDE
> Quality grade leather glove
> Provides comfort, durability, excellent abrasion resistance, and breathability
> Shaped elastic back for safety and comfort
> Straight thumb

WA2501A: Small
WA2502A: Medium
WA2503A: Large
WA2504A: X-Large

QUALITY GRADE TOP GRAIN COWHIDE
> Quality grade leather glove
> Provides comfort, durability, excellent abrasion resistance, and breathability
> Ball and tape closure
> Keystone thumb

WA2512A: Medium
WA2513A: Large
WA2514A: X-Large
WA2515A: 6-pack Medium & Large

PREMIUM GRADE SPLIT COWHIDE
> Provides comfort, durability, excellent abrasion resistance, and breathability
> Elastic closure sewn inside glove for comfort
> Keystone thumb is ergonomic, reduces hand fatigue, offers superior dexterity and durability

WA3882A: Medium
WA3883A: Large
WA3884A: X-Large

SPLIT LEATHER IS ECONOMICAL AND HAS A VISIBLE TEXTURE

PREMIUM GRADE SPLIT COWHIDE LEATHER DRIVERS
> Split Cowhide leather construction provides comfort, durability, excellent abrasion resistance, and breathability
> Split leather is economical and has a visible texture
> Features slip-on styling to provide good fit and comfort
> Straight thumb increases comfort in closed-fisted work
> Elastic closure sewn inside glove for safety and comfort
> Cotton color binding denotes sizes

WA3852A: Medium
WA3853A: Large
WA3850A: Per-packed, 6 pairs, Medium & Large

TOP GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVERS
> Premium grade deerskin combines unparalleled comfort with dexterity and durability
> Deerskin dries soft and flexible after being wet
> Gunn cut with keystone thumb
> Elastic back closure for a snug fit
> Rolled leather hem

WA2901A: Small
WA2902A: Medium
WA2903A: Large
WA2904A: X-Large

PREMIUM GRADE TOP GRAIN PIGSKIN
> Pigskin will return to its original pliability even after being soaked in water
> Elastic back closure for a snug fit
> Ideal for construction, machine operation, utility work and many other general applications
> Keystone thumb

WA2401A: Small
WA2402A: Medium
WA2403A: Large
WA2404A: X-Large

ECONOMY GRADE TOP GRAIN PIGSKIN
> Pigskin will return to its original pliability even after being soaked in water
> Elastic back closure for a snug fit
> Ideal for construction, machine operation, utility work and many other general applications
> Keystone thumb

WA2431A: Medium
WA2432A: Large
WA2433A: Medium
WA2434A: Large
WA2435A: X-Large
WA2436A: 6-pack Medium & Large
BROWN JERSEY GLOVE
- Brown polyester/cotton jersey
- Promotional weight, 8 oz.
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear
WA7524A Large

PREMIUM WEIGHT JERSEY GLOVE
- Brown polyester/cotton jersey
- Premium weight, 9 oz.
- Knit wrist keeps cold and debris out of glove
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear
WA7533A Large

BLUE JERSEY GLOVE
- Blue polyester/cotton jersey
- Medium weight
- Knit wrist keeps cold and debris out of glove
- Provides comfortable light duty hand protection
WA7536A Large

BLUE PREMIUM COTTON JERSEY GLOVE
- Blue premium quality cotton jersey
- Heavy weight for cold applications
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Provides comfortable light to medium duty hand protection
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear
WA7534A Large

BROWN PREMIUM COTTON JERSEY GLOVE
- Brown premium quality cotton jersey
- Heavy weight for cold applications
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Provides comfortable light to medium duty hand protection
WA7535A Large

INSULATED BROWN JERSEY GLOVE
- Red fleece lined brown jersey
- Heavy weight for cold applications
- Gunn cut pattern
- Slip on wrist
- Long 10½" length
WA7644A Large
COTTON JERSEY GLOVE WITH DOT GRIP
- Provides light duty comfortable hand protection
- Plain brown cotton jersey
- Regular weight
- Plastic dot pattern grip
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear

WA8323A | Large

COTTON JERSEY GLOVE WITH LARGE DOT GRIP
- Provides light duty comfortable hand protection
- Plain brown cotton jersey
- Regular weight
- Plastic large dot pattern grip
- Knit wrist keeps cold and debris out of glove
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear

WA8313A | Large

CHILDREN’S JERSEY GLOVE
- Jersey gloves for little ones helping out
- Medium weight
- Knit wrist keeps glove in place

WA7527A | Small, Assorted (Pink, Blue & Purple)
WA7531A | Small, Brown

PREMIUM SMALL JERSEY GLOVE
- Premium quality cotton and polyester/cotton jersey gloves
- Medium weight
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Provides comfortable light duty hand protection

WA7535A | Small, Blue
WA7537A | Small, Assorted (Pink, Blue, Purple)

PREMIUM SMALL JERSEY GLOVE
- Premium quality polyester/cotton jersey
- Medium weight
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear

WA7536A | Small

ECONOMY BROWN JERSEY GLOVE
- Economy weight brown jersey glove
- Knit wrist keeps cold and debris out of glove
- Provides comfortable light-medium duty hand protection
- Brown color hides the dirt and extends the wear

WA7530A | Small

PLASTIC PVC DOTS PROVIDE BETTER GRIP AND EXTRA CUT AND ABRASION RESISTANCE

AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF SIZES TO FIT THE WHOLE FAMILY

GENERAL CHORE GLOVES
MULTIPURPOSE Tasks
WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
COTTON CANVAS SINGLE PALM GLOVE
- Premium grade, 8 oz.
- Natural fabric
- Clute pattern
- Natural matching knit wrist
WA8124A Large

COTTON CANVAS DOUBLE PALM GLOVE
- Premium grade, 8 oz.
- Natural fabric
- Clute pattern
- Natural matching knit wrist
WA8123A Large

COTTON CANVAS SINGLE PALM GLOVE
- Premium grade, 14 or 18 oz.
- Natural fabric
- Clute pattern
- Heavy single layer construction provides warmth and extra protection
- Red knit wrist for worker visibility
WA8164A Large

YELLOW
WA7811A Large, 18 oz.
WA7813A Large, 14 oz.

GREEN
WA7865A Large, 18 oz.

HI-VISIBILITY WHEN YOU NEED IT
COTTON CANVAS DOTTED PALM GLOVE
- 10 oz cotton with orange PVC dotted palm for improved grip
- Clute pattern
- Orange matching knit wrist for high visibility
- Premium grade
WA8140A Large

HI-VIS LIME CANVAS DOTTED PALM GLOVE
- 10 oz cotton with green PVC dotted palm for improved grip
- Clute pattern
- Lime matching knit wrist
- Silver reflective strip on back
- Premium grade
WA8145A Large

YELLOW
WA7811A Large, 18 oz.
WA7813A Large, 14 oz.

GREEN
WA7665A Large, 18 oz.

BLACK PVC
DOTTED PALM THUMB, AND FINGER FOR ENHANCED HANDLING
FLEECE COTTON CHORE GLOVE
- Premium grade, 14 or 18 oz.
- Gold or Green fabric
- Heavy single layer construction provides warmth and extra protection
- Matching color knit wrist
WA8363A Large

CANVAS DOTTED PALM GLOVE
- 8 oz cotton with black PVC dotted palm, forefinger and little finger for improved grip
- Clute pattern
- Bleached white matching knit wrist
- Premium grade
WA8353A Large

CANVAS DOTTED PALM GLOVE
- 8 oz cotton with black PVC dotted palm and forefinger for improved grip
- Clute pattern
- Natural matching knit wrist
- Premium grade
WA8353A Large

Cotton Canvas Dotted Palm Glove
- Premium grade
- PVC dotted palm for improved grip
- Clute pattern
- Matching knit wrist

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
COLD PROTECTION GLOVES

HEAVY DUTY OUTDOOR WORK, OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL & REFRIGERATED AREAS

IDEAL FOR REFRIGERATED AREAS & WINTER ACTIVITIES

MICROSURFACE THERMO GRIP
- Brown/ate microsurface grip
- Heavyweight acrylic terrr seamless shell
- Great wet/dry grip in cold weather
- Excellent thermal insulator

WA1401A Small
WA1402A Medium
WA1403A Large
WA1404A X-Large

INSULATED COWHIDE LEATHER PALM
- Rough split cowhide palm
- Yellow fabric back and safety cuff
- Fleece pile lining
- Rubberized safety cuff

WA4623A Large
WA4624A X-Large

PIGSKIN LEATHER PALM
- Regular grade
- Green fabric back and safety cuff
- C10 Thinsulate® lining for superior insulation
- Rubberized cuff or knit wrist

WA6726A Large
WA6727A X-Large

CHENILE STRING KNIT
- Seamless chenile string knit
- Excellent thermal insulation
- One size fits most
- Comes in 3 different colors

WA0760A Black
WA0762A Light Blue
WA0761A Purple

IN THE COLD

WORK & PLAY

INSULATED COWHIDE LEATHER PALM
- Premium grade top grain cowhide
- White thermal lining
- Straight thumb

WA2621A Small
WA2622A Medium
WA2623A A Large
WA2624A X-Large

INSULATED TOP GRAIN PIGSKIN DRIVERS
- Premium grade top grain pigskin
- Red thermal lining
- Keystone thumb

WA2422A Medium
WA2423A X-Large

INSULATED TOP GRAIN COWHIDE LEATHER PALM
- Russet split cowhide palm
- Yellow fabric back and safety cuff
- Fleece pile lining
- Rubberized safety cuff

WA4623A Large
WA4624A X-Large

CHENILE STRING KNIT
- Seamless chenile string knit
- Excellent thermal insulation
- One size fits most
- Comes in 3 different colors

WA0760A Black
WA0761A Purple
OUTDOOR ACTIVITY
GLOVES

HUNTING AND RECREATION

CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN FOR MULTI-SEASON HUNTING

JERSEY CAMOUFLAGE HUNTING GLOVE
- Regular weight
- Gunn pattern
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Camouflage pattern for multi-season hunting
WA7542A Large, Orange Camo
WA7544A Large, Green Camo

THERMAL FLEECE LINED JERSEYS PROVIDE EXTRA WARMTH

JERSEY THERMAL HUNTING GLOVE
- Regular weight
- Red thermal fleece lined
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Camouflage pattern for multi-season hunting
WA7550A Large, Orange Camo
WA7573A Large, Green Camo

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITY GLOVES

HUNTING AND RECREATION

PVC COATED COTTON/POLY STRING KNIT
- Cotton/Polyester string knit gloves
- One side PVC dot pattern for added grip
- Two excellent colors for high visibility or camouflage while hunting
WA7600A Large, Orange
WA7622A Large, Green

FLAME ORANGE INSULATED JERSEY GLOVE
- Premium quality insulated jersey gloves
- Clute pattern
- Fleece lined style provides extra warmth
- Knit wrist keeps dirt and debris out of glove
- Bright flame orange for visibility while hunting
WA7547A Large
WA7548A Large, Fleece Lined

ONE SIDED DOT PATTERN ON PALM FOR ADDED GRIP

JERSEY BIG GAME CAMO HUNTING GLOVES
- Regular weight
- Mini Dot pattern on palm for enhanced grip
- Knit wrist blocks dirt and debris
- Green/Brown/Black camouflage pattern for multi-season hunting
WA7574A Large

ALL SEASON CAMO JERSEY GLOVE
- Cotton Jersey, 8 oz.
- Knit wrist blocks dirt and debris
- Green/Brown/Black camouflage pattern for multi-season hunting
WA7555A Large

IDEAL FOR GARDENING & YARD WORK

COLOURLFUL SEAMLESS KNIT GLOVES
- Smooth nitrile coating
- Lightweight seamless knit shell
- 3 Color assortment
WA8223A X-Small
WA8223B Small
WA8223C Medium
WA8223D Large

COLORFUL SEAMLESS KNIT GLOVES
- Printed polyester, 8 oz.
- Red PVC mini dot palm
- Slip-on cuff
- Ladies' size to fit women well
WA8263A Ladies'

CANVAS DOTTED PALM GARDENING GLOVE
- Printed cotton canvas, 8 oz.
- White PVC mini dot palm
- Slip on cuff
- Ladies' size to fit women well
- Assorted patterns available
WA8243A Ladies'
**CHEMICAL RESISTANT GLOVES**

- **PVC COated GLOVES**
  - PVC dipped, smooth finish
  - Black color helps hide dirt
  - 14" Length
  - Interlocked lined for great dexterity
- **UNSUPPORTED LATEX GLOVE**
  - Yellow honeycomb grip design for wet/dry grip
  - 20 mil.
  - 12" Length
  - Flock lined
  - WA8906A Small
  - WA8907A Medium
  - WA8907A X-Large
- **THINLY COATED PVC GLOVE**
  - PVC dipped, smooth finish
  - Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
  - Interlocked lined for great dexterity
  - WA8723A Large
- **DOUBLE DIPPED PVC GLOVES**
  - PVC double-dipped sandy finish
  - Black color hides dirt
  - 14" length
  - Jersey lined
  - WA8707A Large

**IDEAL FOR**

**GENERAL HANDLING, HEAVY DUTY CLEANING AND PARTS WASHING**

- **PVC COATED GLOVES**
  - PVC dipped, smooth finish
  - Black color helps hide dirt
  - 12" Length
  - Interlocked lined for great dexterity
  - WA8753A Large
- **PVC COATED GLOVES**
  - PVC dipped, smooth finish
  - Black color helps hide dirt
  - 14" Length
  - Interlocked lined for great dexterity
  - WA8773A Large
- **PVC COATED GLOVES**
  - PVC dipped, smooth finish
  - Black color helps hide dirt
  - 18" Length
  - Interlocked lined for great dexterity
  - WA8783A Large

**WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM**
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES

CONTACT PROTECTION

ECONOMICAL PUNCTURE RESISTANCE

AMBI-DEX® DISPOSABLE LATEX
- Industrial grade, general use
- 5 mil. thickness, natural color
- Fully textured, beaded cuff
- Ambidextrous, sizes XS - XL
- 100 per dispenser box

62-322 Powdered
62-322PF Powder-Free

COMFORT, DEXTERITY, & SENSITIVITY

AMBI-DEX® DISPOSABLE NITRILE
- Industrial grade, general use
- 4 mil. thickness, blue color
- Heavy duty, textured grip
- 9.5" Length
- Ambidextrous, sizes XS - XXL
- 100 per dispenser box

63-332 Powdered
63-332PF Powder-Free
Ambi-THIX™ EXTRA THICK LATEX
- Economical liquid proof protection
- Industrial grade, 13 mil. thickness
- 12" Length, blue color
- Fully textured palm and finger grip
- Meets emergency medical glove requirements
- Packed 50 gloves per dispenser box
62-327 Large
62-327PF Large

Ambi-DEX® DISPOSABLE NITRILE
- Economical puncture resistance with great comfort, dexterity & tactile sensitivity
- Contains no natural rubber latex proteins
- Single use, ambidextrous
- Blue color (except 63-712PF which is black)
- 100 per dispenser box unless otherwise specified
63-710PF Heavy Duty, Powder-Free, 4 mil, Black, 9.5" Length, S - XL
63-7314PF Heavy Duty, Powder-Free, 6 mil, 14" Length, 50 per box, S - XL
63-710PF Medical Grade, 4 mil, XS - XL
63-336 Heavy Duty, Powdered, 6 mil, 10" Length, S - XL
63-338PF Extra Heavy Duty, Powdered, 8 mil, 50 per box, S - XL

TEXTURED GRIP
FOR WET OR DRY ENVIRONMENTS

IDEAL FOR:
EMT, FIRE AND FIRST RESPONDERS

Ambi-DEX® VINYL GLOVES
- Made from soft-virgin vinyl formulation specially compounded to deliver an optimal combination of comfort, fit, flexibility, tactile sensitivity and performance
- Rolled beaded cuff
- Contains no natural rubber latex proteins
- Powder-free styles have synthetic polymer coating for easy on and off
- Packed 100 gloves per dispenser box
64-436 Industrial Grade, 5 mil, Green, Powdered, S - XL
64-V1000 Premium Industrial Grade, 5 mil, Powdered, S - XL
64-V1000PF Premium Industrial Grade, 5 mil, Powder-Free, S - XL
64-V2000 Industrial Grade, 4 mil, Powdered, S - XXL
64-V2000PF Industrial Grade, 4 mil, Powder-Free, S - XXL
64-V3000 Industrial Grade, 3 mil, Powdered, S - XL
64-V3000PF Industrial Grade, 3 mil, Powder-Free, S - XL

IDEAL FOR:
FOOD HANDLING AND PROCESSING

Ambi-DEX® POLYETHYLENE
- Disposable polyethylene gloves provide the most economical liquid proof protection
- 1 mil thickness
- Food grade, embossed grip
- Ideal for food preparation and service
- Packed 100 gloves per dispenser box
65-453 S - XL

IDEAL FOR:
FOOD HANDLING
AND PROCESSING

Ambi-DEX® DISPOSABLE POLYETHYLENE
- Disposable polyethylene gloves provide the most economical liquid proof protection
- 1 mil thickness
- Food grade, embossed grip
- Ideal for food preparation and service
- Packed 100 gloves per dispenser box
65-453S

FOR WET OR DRY ENVIRONMENTS
BOUTON® OPTICAL ANSER™
Wraparound temples with rubberized tips gently grip the wearer’s head

- Lightweight, semi-rimless design
- Sleek, sporty style with wraparound lens protection
- Anti-Scratch lens coating
- Bayonet temples with flexible rubber tips
- Soft rubber nose pads help keep the glasses in place
- 9 Base curve lens

250-AN-10110 Clear
250-AN-10112 Gray
250-AN-10113 Light Blue
250-AN-10114 In/Outdoor
250-AN-10115 Blue Mirror
250-AN-10116 Red Mirror

250-AN-10117 Gray, Red Frame
250-AN-10120 Amber
250-AN-10122 Amber, Camo Frame
250-AN-10123 Gray, Camo Frame
250-AN-10125 Silver Mirror

BOUTON® OPTICAL SUNBURST™
This “sun” collection offers mirror plus lenses featuring an AR treatment to eliminate reflection

- Lightweight, full frame design offers all day comfort
- Bayonet temples are rubber co-molded
- Anti-Scratch lens coating
- Non-slip rubber nose pads provide a comfortable fit
- 8 Base curve lens

250-47-0004 Polarized Gray, Anti-Fog
250-47-0005 Red Mirror Plus, Anti-Reflective
250-47-0006 Silver Mirror Plus, Anti-Reflective
250-47-0007 Blue Mirror Plus, Anti-Reflective
250-47-1008 Green Mirror Plus, Anti-Reflective
250-47-1042 Polarized Brown, Anti-Fog
Safety Eyewear

ABOVE-THE-NECK

COMMANDER™
Unique styling that will command your attention with fit, comfort and a variety of technical lens treatments
- Lightweight, semi-rimless design offers extensive eye coverage
- Bayonet style temples with non-slip rubber pads
- Adjustable rubber nose pads offer a custom, comfortable fit
- Anti-Scratch lens coating
- Also meets CSA Z94.3 requirements for Canada
- 9.5 Base curve lens

250-33-0010 Clear Anti-Reflective lens, Gloss Black frame
250-33-0020 Clear Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Black frame
250-33-0021 Gray Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Black frame
250-33-0041 Polarized Gray lens, Gloss Black frame
250-33-0226 In/Outdoor Blue Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Black frame
250-33-1010 Clear Anti-Reflective lens, Gloss Bronze frame
250-33-1020 Clear Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Bronze frame
250-33-1024 Brown Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Bronze frame
250-33-1042 Polarized Brown lens, Gloss Bronze frame
250-33-1226 In/Outdoor Blue Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Bronze frame

250-33-0010
250-33-1024

250-32-0010
250-32-0021

CLEAR, CRISP & DISTORTION FREE VISIBILITY

RECON™
Trendy rimless design offering ultimate comfort with non-slip bridge and end tips
- Lightweight, rimless design provides all day comfort
- Flexible bayonet temples contain rubber pads for a secure, non-slip fit
- Adjustable rubber nose piece provides a comfortable fit
- Also meets CSA Z94.3 requirements for Canada
- FogLess™ lens coating as standard (except on clear AR lens)
- 9 Base curve lens

250-32-0010 Clear Anti-Reflective lens, Clear frame
250-32-0020 Clear Anti-Fog lens, Clear frame
250-32-0021 Gray Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Black frame
250-32-0031 Gradient Anti-Fog lens, Gloss Black frame
250-32-0226 In/Outdoor Blue Anti-Fog lens, Translucent Brown frame

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM

866-916-1563
EVA™
The first safety eyewear designed specifically for women in the workplace
- Smaller and more narrow construction to better fit the facial structure of a woman
- Lightweight, rimless design provides all day user comfort
- Pink rubber-coated temples provide a secure fit
- Also meets CSA Z94.3 requirements for Canada
- 10 Base curve lens

250-06-0900 Clear temple, Clear lens
250-06-0902 Clear temple, In/Outdoor lens
250-06-0905 Clear temple, Silver Mirror lens
250-06-0906 Black temple, Blue Mirror lens
250-06-5501 Dark Grey temple, Grey lens
250-06-5503 Light Blue temple, Light Blue lens
250-06-5504 Dark Brown temple, Dark Brown lens
250-06-5505 Amber temple, Amber lens

A GREAT WAY TO DISPLAY YOUR SAFETY EYEWEAR!

6-PLACE COUNTER DISPLAY
- Clear Lucite Point-of-Purchase display
- Holds 6 pairs of safety glasses
- Includes mirror on top
- Measures 7”W x 6”D x 21”H

252-DG65

THE PERFECT BLEND OF COMFORT & STRENGTH

EVOLUTION® 6121 HARD HAT
- HDPE shell designed with 5 raised channels running across the top for strength
- 6-Point suspension system offers unrivaled comfort
- Unique “3D Adjustment” provides a precise fit using harness depth settings
- One-Touch ratchet is simple to adjust
- Brushed nylon backed foam sweatband
- Universal accessory slots
- Packed ready-to-wear with no installation of the suspension required

280-EV6121-10 White
280-EV6121-20 Yellow

GO-TO-WORK KIT

Includes:
- Evolution® 6121 Hard Hat
- Zenon Z12™ Safety Glasses
- ANSI Class 2 Vest
- Nitrile Coated Gloves (1 pair)
- Corded Ear Plugs (1 pair)

280-GTW6121

WHY ORDER EVERYTHING SEPERATE WHEN YOU CAN MAKE IT INTO ONE
DISPOSABLE EAR PLUGS
- Soft, smooth polyurethane foam expands gradually for a secure, comfortable seal
- Tapered shape offers easy in and out
- Bright orange color
- Each pair comes individually wrapped
- NRR of 32 dB is among the highest in its class

265-200U Uncorded, 200 pair per box
265-100C Corded, 100 pair per box

HELBERG PoP HEADBAND EAR MUFF
- Made of durable high quality plastic for easy maintenance and long life
- Soft, replaceable cushions fits comfortable around the ears
- Single-point attachment distributes pressures and seal evenly around the ear
- Comfortable headband ensures that the cups remain in their proper position

263-11001 Red & Black
Available in full case quantities only

HELBERG PoP HEADBAND WEIGHS IN AT ONLY 148G

THE LIGHTEST EARMUFFS ON THE MARKET

PoP HEADBAND

Pleated style with ear loops
- 3 Ply construction
- Bacterial Filter Efficiency (BFE) 99%
- Latex free and hypoallergenic
- Adjustable nose clip

270-4000 50 masks per box, 40 boxes per case

DISPOSABLE FACE MASK
- Disposable mask to be placed over nose & mouth, and secured under chin
- Pleated style with ear loops
- Adjustable outside nosepiece
- Flanged mask edge for a comfortable fit, better face seal and less inward leakage
- Latex-free braided head straps
- Ultrasonic welding of straps on wings
- Protection against nuisance dusts & powders

270-2000 20 masks per box, 12 boxes per case

99%
BACTERIAL FILTER EFFICIENCY

BREATHE EASY

DISPOSABLE PARTICULATE MASKS

NUISANCE DUST MASK
- Economical choice for use in non-toxic applications such as sanding, grinding and cleaning
- Lightweight
- Flexible nosepiece for a custom, comfortable fit
- 100% Polyester, fiberglass-free
- Protection against nuisance dusts & powders

270-1000 50 masks per box, 12 boxes per case
270-1100 Economy Lightweight, 50 masks per box, 12 boxes per case

BREATHE EASY

N95 CONE RESPIRATOR
- Low breathing resistance and a soft inner lining
- Adjustable outside nosepiece
- Flanged mask edge for a comfortable fit, better face seal and less inward leakage
- Latex-free braided head straps
- Ultrasonic welding of straps on wings
- Protection against nuisance dusts & powders

270-2000 20 masks per box, 12 boxes per case

WWW.BRAHMAGLOVES.COM
AIR-INJECTED GEL PADS

CLEAR FLAT CAP GEL KNEE PADS
- Air-injected gel pads are ideal for work on hard surfaces
- Clear PVC cap features slip-resistant ridges to prevent sliding
- Flat kneeling surface prevents rocking to minimized fatigue
- Adjustable hook & loop closure strap ensures a secure fit

291-130 One pair, polybagged with header card

HARD PLASTIC KNEE PADS
- Durable lightweight pads that deliver all day comfort
- Abrasion resistant plastic knee cap for long lasting protection
- Thick foam center padding
- Adjustable hook & loop closure strap ensures a secure fit

291-100 One pair, polybagged with header card

NON-MARRING KNEE PADS
- Extended rubber like PVC cap won’t mar, scratch or scuff surfaces
- Ergonomically designed to flex with knee movement
- Slip resistant ridges prevent sliding on floors
- Adjustable hook & loop closure strap ensures a secure fit

291-110 One pair, polybagged with header card
A TOOL THAT WORKERS SHOULD NEVER BE WITHOUT ON THE JOB SITE IS A BACK BRACE TO HELP SUPPORT THE LOWER BACK.

WEARING A BACK BRACE ON THE JOB SITE CAN HELP GIVE MUCH NEEDED SUPPORT TO THE BACK AND HELP TO PREVENT BACK RELATED INJURIES.

BLACK MESH BACK SUPPORT BELT
- Economical 9" width belt with elastic back panel
- Breathable mesh body
- Five back stays prevent belt from riding up and assure consistent support
- Front panels with hook and loop closure
- Detachable elastic suspenders are adjustable

290-440M Medium (36" - 40")
290-440XL Large (44" - 48")
290-440XXL XX-Large (48" - 54")

HIGH VISIBILITY LIME YELLOW BACK SUPPORT BELT
- Hi-Vis 8" width belt with elastic back panel
- Features bright lime yellow solid elastic side bands
- Five back stays prevent belt from riding up and assure consistent support
- Front panels with hook and loop closure
- Detachable hi-vis lime yellow suspenders are adjustable

290-550M Medium (36" - 40")
290-550XL Large (44" - 48")
290-550XXL XX-Large (48" - 54")

ECONOMICAL BATTERY OPERATED LED BATON

FLASH BATON WITH AUDIBLE SIGNAL
- 3 modes: red flashing, red steady and off
- 6 LED light source
- 22" long - 1¼" diameter
- Audible alarm button, approximately 110 dB
- Includes carrying strap and attachment clip
- Operates on three "C" batteries

FLASH BATON
- 3 modes: red flashing, red steady and off
- 4 LED light source
- 16" long - 1¼" diameter
- Includes carrying strap and attachment clip
- Operates on two "C" batteries

935-006B Individually boxed

PERSONAL FIRST AID KITS
- Abdominal Pad (5"x9")
- Alcohol Prep Pads (boxed)
- Antiseptic Towelettes
- Hand Sanitizer
- Cold Instant Pack
- Conforming Gauze Roll (2")
- Flexible Fabric Strips
- Eye Wash (1 oz)
- Flexible Fabric Fingertip
- Flexible Fabric Knuckle
- First Aid & Burn Cream (boxed)
- Gauze Pads (3"x3")
- Microbial Towelettes
- Hand Cleansing Towelettes
- Medical Exam Gloves (pair)
- Clear Adhesive Strips (boxed)
- Elastic Bandage (2")
- Safety Pins (assorted)
- Scissors (4")
- Splinter Forceps (disposable)
- Splinter Out
- Sting Relief Pads
- Adhesive Tape (½")
- Triangle Bandage

299-13210 10 Person
299-13225 25 Person

CONTRACTOR FIRST AID KITS
- Abdominal Pad (5"x9")
- Alcohol Prep Pads (boxed)
- Antiseptic Towelettes
- Hand Sanitizer
- Cold Instant Pack
- Conforming Gauze Roll (2")
- Flexible Fabric Strips
- Eye Wash (1 oz)
- Flexible Fabric Fingertip
- Flexible Fabric Knuckle
- First Aid & Burn Cream (boxed)
- Gauze Pads (3"x3")
- Microbial Towelettes
- Hand Cleansing Towelettes
- Medical Exam Gloves (pair)
- Clear Adhesive Strips (boxed)
- Elastic Bandage (2")
- Safety Pins (assorted)
- Scissors (4")
- Splinter Forceps (disposable)
- Splinter Out
- Sting Relief Pads
- Adhesive Tape (½")
- Triangle Bandage

299-13285 10 Person
299-13290 25 Person

PERSONAL CONTRACTOR DESCRIPTION 10 25 10 25
Abdominal Pad (5"x9") 1 1 1 1
Alcohol Prep Pads (boxed) 6 20 20
Antiseptic Towelettes 12 20
Hand Sanitizer 1 1
Cold Instant Pack 1 1 1
Conforming Gauze Roll (2") 1 1
Flexible Fabric Strips 6 12
Eye Wash (1 oz) 1 1 1
Flexible Fabric Fingertip 2 4
Flexible Fabric Knuckle 2 4
First Aid & Burn Cream (boxed) 8 8 8 8
Gauze Pads (3"x3") 4 4 4 4
Microbial Towelettes 1 1
Hand Cleansing Towelettes 6 6
Medical Exam Gloves (pair) 2 2 1 1
Clear Adhesive Strips (boxed) 16 25 16 100
Elastic Bandage (2") 1 1
Safety Pins (assorted) 4 4
Scissors (4") 1 1 1 1
Splinter Forceps (disposable) 1 1 1 1
Splinter Out
Sting Relief Pads
Adhesive Tape (½") 1 1 1 1
Triangle Bandage

299-13210

866-916-1563
COOLING TOWEL - VALUE
- Advanced Poly Vinyl Alcohol (PVA) material absorbs water and sweat efficiently and remains active for hours
- Natural evaporation provides a cooling sensation
- Rinse towel prior to use and wrap around neck, head or wipe down other pulse points
- Designed to be used over and over again
- You may customize by cutting to size or to share

396-602-B Blue, 13” x 31”
WA99268D 16 Piece Counter Top Display

COOLING TIE HAT - VALUE
- Cooling technology at forehead
- Elastic at back of head for secure fit
- Soft terry cloth cotton sweatband for comfort and absorption

396-300-CBL Cowboy Blue
396-300-NAV Navy
396-300-PAT Patriotic Flag

EVAPORATIVE COOLING HARD HAT PAD WITH NECK SHADE - VALUE
- Polyester and cotton blend fabric with cooling crystals at crown
- Securely attach into hard hat
- Combines cooling comfort with neck protection

396-405 Blue, One size

HARD HAT COOLING PAD - VALUE
- Polyester and cotton blend fabric with cooling crystals
- Ties at head or neck

396-400-BLU Blue, One size

EVAPORATIVE COOLING BANDANA - VALUE
- Polyester and cotton blend fabric with cooling crystals
- Ties at head or neck

393-100-BLU Blue
393-100-CBL Cowboy Blue
393-100-CRD Cowboy Red
393-100-DGC Digital Camo
393-100-KHK Khaki
393-100-NAV Navy

EVAPORATIVE COOLING RANGER HAT
- Polyester and cotton blend fabric with cooling polymers at crown
- Extended neck shade to block sun

396-425-KHK Khaki, M - XL

FLASH MESH COOLING BANDANA - PLUS
- 100% Polyester outer fabric
- Wear as headband or neckband
- Fast activating (1-2 minutes)
- Lightweight, comfortable fabric

393-EZ201-NVY Navy
393-EZ201-KHK Khaki
NON-ANSI COLOR ENHANCED VESTS

TWO TONE MESH SAFETY VEST
- Non-ANSI
- Breathable polyester mesh fabric
- Hook and loop closure
- Side elastic for improved comfort and fit
- 1½” two-tone tape
- One size fits most
300-0900 LY Hi-Vis Lime Yellow
300-0900 OR Hi-Vis Orange

IDEAL FOR LOW RISK ACTIVITIES

1 POCKET MESH SAFETY VEST
- Non-ANSI
- Breathable polyester mesh fabric
- Hook and loop closure
- Side elastic for improved comfort and fit
- 1” silver reflective tape
- 1 internal lower pocket
- One size fits most
300-EVOR-ELY Hi-Vis Lime Yellow
300-EVOR-EOR Hi-Vis Orange
**EVERY DAY VALUE**

**2 POCKET VALUE MESH VEST**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 2
- Breathable polyester mesh
- Hook and loop closure
- 2” silver reflective tape
- 1 front hand warmer pocket
- Sizes: S - 5X

**302-0702 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**302-0702 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**302-0702**

**NON-ANSI SHORT & LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS**
- Non-ANSI
- 100% Polyester birdseye mesh
- Durable lightweight performance wicking material

**SHORT SLEEVE**
- Style: 310
- Sizes: S - XXL

**310-1100 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**310-1100 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**LONG SLEEVE**
- Style: 310-CNTSN
- Sizes: S - 5X

**310-CNTSN LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**310-CNTSN OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**HOODED SWEATSHIRT**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 3
- 8 oz. polyester fleece
- 2” silver reflective tape
- Zipper closure
- 2 front hand warmer pockets
- Sizes: M - XXL

**323-HSSE LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**323-HSSE OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**BREAK AWAY**
**NON-ANSI**

**CLASS 3 TWO-PIECE VALUE RAINDUIT SET**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 3
- Lightweight polyester with waterproof PU coating and taped seams
- Zipper closure with storm flap
- Elastic waist pant with wrap adjustable cuff
- Concealable hood for extra protection
- Dual sizes: S/M, L/XL, 2X/3X, 4X/5X

**353-1000 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**353-1000 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**H-VIS BEANIE HAT**
- Non-ANSI
- High visibility in cold weather conditions
- Silver reflective piping
- Non-FR
- One size fits most

**360-BEADESCRIPTION** Hi-Vis Yellow

**360-BEADESCRIPTION** Hi-Vis Orange

**H-VIS BEANIE HAT**
- Blue fleece
- One Size

**WA21**

**FLEECE BEANIE**
- Blue fleece
- One Size

**WA21**

**WOOL WINTER HAT**
- Tan with stripes
- Wool
- Fleece lining
- One Size

**WA20**

**WOOL WINTER HAT**
- One Size

**WA20**

**Wool winter hat**
- Tan with stripes
- Wool
- Fleece lining
- One Size

**WA20**

**Hi-Vis Vests & Shirts**

**Hi-Vis Apparel**

**Cold Protection & Rainwear**

**EVERY DAY VALUE**

**2 POCKET VALUE MESH VEST**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 2
- Breathable polyester mesh
- Hook and loop closure
- 2” silver reflective tape
- 1 internal lower pocket
- 1 external chest pocket
- Sizes: M - 5X

**302-0702 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**302-0702 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**EVERY DAY VALUE**

**NON-ANSI SHORT & LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS**
- Non-ANSI
- 100% Polyester birdseye mesh
- Durable lightweight performance wicking material

**SHORT SLEEVE**
- Style: 310
- Sizes: S - XXL

**310-1100 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**310-1100 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**LONG SLEEVE**
- Style: 310-CNTSN
- Sizes: S - 5X

**310-CNTSN LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**310-CNTSN OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**HOODED SWEATSHIRT**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 3
- 8 oz. polyester fleece
- 2” silver reflective tape
- Zipper closure
- 2 front hand warmer pockets
- Sizes: M - XXL

**323-HSSE LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**323-HSSE OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**BREAK AWAY**
**NON-ANSI**

**CLASS 3 TWO-PIECE VALUE RAINDUIT SET**
- ANSI/ISEA 107 Class 3
- Lightweight polyester with waterproof PU coating and taped seams
- Zipper closure with storm flap
- Elastic waist pant with wrap adjustable cuff
- Concealable hood for extra protection
- Dual sizes: S/M, L/XL, 2X/3X, 4X/5X

**353-1000 LY** Hi-Vis Lime Yellow

**353-1000 OR** Hi-Vis Orange

**H-VIS BEANIE HAT**
- Non-ANSI
- High visibility in cold weather conditions
- Silver reflective piping
- Non-FR
- One size fits most

**360-BEADESCRIPTION** Hi-Vis Yellow

**360-BEADESCRIPTION** Hi-Vis Orange

**H-VIS BEANIE HAT**
- Blue fleece
- One Size

**WA21**

**FLEECE BEANIE**
- Blue fleece
- One Size

**WA21**

**WOOL WINTER HAT**
- Tan with stripes
- Wool
- Fleece lining
- One Size

**WA20**

**WOOL WINTER HAT**
- One Size

**WA20**

**Wool winter hat**
- Tan with stripes
- Wool
- Fleece lining
- One Size

**WA20**
COUNTER TOP DISPLAY
> 20.5” x 13” x 13.25”
> Holds 4-5 dozen pairs of gloves

2 DOZEN RACK
> 32” x 17” x 15”
D-FW24

4 DOZEN RACK
> 38” x 17” x 15”
D-FW48

6 DOZEN RACK
> 72” x 16” x 15”
D-FW72

HEADER CARD
94000

HEADER CARD
WA1610-8ull

DUMP DISPLAY
> 48” x 21” x 21”
> Holds 8-12 dozen pairs of gloves
WA1608

8 DOZEN RACK
> 68” x 15” x 16”
WA1610

12 DOZEN RACK
> 68” x 22” x 16”
WA1602

16 DOZEN RACK
> 68” x 30” x 16”
WA1603

ACCEPTED ART APPLICATIONS & FILE FORMATS
- Adobe Illustrator (.ai, .eps, .pdf)
- Adobe Photoshop (.psd, .tif, .jpg*)
- Macromedia Free Hand (.fh, .eps, .pdf)
- Corel Draw (.cdr)
* High resolution JPG files (300 dpi) at final output size can be accepted for single color jobs only. GIF, PNG, BMF and low resolution JPG files will NOT be considered as production ready artwork.

ARTWORK GUIDELINES
PLEASE FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES WHEN SUBMITTING ARTWORK
- Artwork needs to be "vector" art.
- 72 dpi image or images downloaded from the internet cannot be used for printing.
- Artwork should be at least 300 dpi at the final output size.
- All fonts used MUST be converted to outlines.
- Photos, copies, business cards, stationery, drawings, decals and faxes copied from web sites are NOT acceptable forms of art.

If your artwork does not meet our printing requirements and must be re-created (this includes block lettering), we do offer this service for a $50.00 one time fee. This may also add extra time to your delivery date.

CUSTOM IMPRINTING IS AVAILABLE ON MOST SAFETY EYEWEAR STYLES, HARD HATS, GLOVES, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS AND BANDANAS.

COATED LOGO GLOVE
STRING KNIT LOGO GLOVE
- Minimum quantity: 72 pairs

SIZE STAMPING
- Minimum quantity: Full case

EMBROIDERY
- Available for bump caps and clothing only. Please contact your PIP representative to quote on your project.

STANDARD INK COLORS
EYEWEAR, GLOVES & CLOTHING HARD HATS
- Black
- White
- Silver (PMS 977)
- Red (PMS 185)
- Blue (PMS 300)
- Green (PMS 355)

HAND HATS
- Black
- White
- Yellow
- Red (PMS 485)
- Blue (PMS 273)
- Green (PMS 354)

IMPRINTING (SET UP FEES APPLY)
EYEWEAR
- Most styles can be printed on the temples or lenses. Minimum quantity: One case.

HARD HATS
- Most helmet styles can be printed on the front, back and/or sides. Minimum quantity: 20 pieces

VESTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS & BANDANAS
- Minimum quantity: 10 pieces

RAINWEAR
- Minimum quantity: 50 pieces

LEATHER GLOVE HEAT BRANDING
- Minimum quantity: Full case

GLOVES SCREEN PRINT & HEAT TRANSFER
- Minimum quantity: Full case

CANCELLATIONS & RETURNS
- Orders cancelled while in production will be billed for all costs incurred up to the cancellation.
- Imprinted product cannot be returned. Blank product can be returned with an authorization and is subject to a 15% restocking fee.

IMPRINTING (SET UP FEES APPLY)
EYEWEAR
- Most styles can be printed on the temples or lenses. Minimum quantity: One case.

HARD HATS
- Most helmet styles can be printed on the front, back and/or sides. Minimum quantity: 20 pieces

VESTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS & BANDANAS
- Minimum quantity: 10 pieces

RAINWEAR
- Minimum quantity: 50 pieces

LEATHER GLOVE HEAT BRANDING
- Minimum quantity: Full case

GLOVES SCREEN PRINT & HEAT TRANSFER
- Minimum quantity: Full case

CANCELLATIONS & RETURNS
- Orders cancelled while in production will be billed for all costs incurred up to the cancellation.
- Imprinted product cannot be returned. Blank product can be returned with an authorization and is subject to a 15% restocking fee.

ARTWORK GUIDELINES
PLEASE FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES WHEN SUBMITTING ARTWORK
- Artwork needs to be "vector" art.
- 72 dpi image or images downloaded from the internet cannot be used for printing.
- Artwork should be at least 300 dpi at the final output size.
- All fonts used MUST be converted to outlines.
- Photos, copies, business cards, stationery, drawings, decals and faxes copied from web sites are NOT acceptable forms of art.

If your artwork does not meet our printing requirements and must be re-created (this includes block lettering), we do offer this service for a $50.00 one time fee. This may also add extra time to your delivery date.

CUSTOM IMPRINTING IS AVAILABLE ON MOST SAFETY EYEWEAR STYLES, HARD HATS, GLOVES, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS AND BANDANAS.

COATED LOGO GLOVE
STRING KNIT LOGO GLOVE
- Minimum quantity: 72 pairs

SIZE STAMPING
- Minimum quantity: Full case

EMBROIDERY
- Available for bump caps and clothing only. Please contact your PIP representative to quote on your project.

STANDARD INK COLORS
EYEWEAR, GLOVES & CLOTHING HARD HATS
- Black
- White
- Silver (PMS 977)
- Red (PMS 185)
- Blue (PMS 300)
- Green (PMS 355)

HAND HATS
- Black
- White
- Yellow
- Red (PMS 485)
- Blue (PMS 273)
- Green (PMS 354)